
PARASOL 
Umbrella sold without base
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GARANTIE
GUARANTEE

ANS/YEARS
2

.  

tubular frames: contemporary
design

height-adjustable
Ventilation stack

PUSH UP

200 g/m2

- Anodised aluminium umbrella &

- Central mast in 2 parts

- Fluid opening system

- 100% olefin mass-colored canvas
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PARASOL

good UV resistance and fading

very good resistance to tearing and abrasion

(UV factor AATCC* 183)

*AATCC: American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists-Testing methods to guarantee product quality
The measurements shown are average values and may vary slightly depending on the product.

- Mass - colored polypropylen :

- 200 g/m

- Water-repellent treatment > 60%

- Sun protection: 50+ excellent

Removable cover. Can be changed.
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PARASOL 

Tubular frames ø 19 mm
Thickness 1,2 mm
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Stainless steels screws

8 contemporary aluminium frames
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PARASOL 

2-part mast - clamping wheel
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Push Up opening system

Low mast : ø35 mm
Thickness : 5 mm

Velcro fabric closure
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PARASOL 
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SAV10049

SAV10050

SAV10051

SAV10055

SAV10053

SAV10054

U4 801 017

Kg5,8

Polyester universal coverGrey
Q8 403 235

Beige
Q8 403 003
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SAV10052

Reference

Model compatible with all Grosfillex parasols bases

White
Q8 403 096

OLEFIN CANVAS WHITE SUNSET

OLEFIN CANVAS BEIGE SUNSET

OLEFIN CANVAS GREY LIGHT SUNSET

STAINLESS STEEL SCREX TOILE SUNSET

SUNSET CAPS

LOW MAST SUNSET

SUNSET CLAMPING WHEEL

ITEMS

SPARE PARTS
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PARASOL 

 

 
 

 

Cette garantie ne s’applique pas en cas de mauvais 
usage (au quotidien ou lors du stockage), négligence, 
vandalisme, mauvaise installation, accidents, ou 

 

la majorité des 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Les instructions ci-dessous ont pour but de faciliter le 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Précautions d’usage
 
 

 

Conseils d’entretien

 
 

Elle bénéficie d’un traitement de surface qui lui garantit 
un niveau de déperlance de 60% permettant à l’eau de 

 
d’eau ou faibles pluies, il ne peut complètement lutter 

 
parasol en cas de fortes pluies. Dans ce cas, il est 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

NEVER use a brush with hard bristles.
a brush with soft bristles

(no more than 60ºC). Allow to penetrate into the fabric.

its entirety.

is not completely dry.

solvents or dissolvents that can damage the protective
finish for the fabric

objects falling on it.

(lightning, storms, etc.), close your parasol securely and
store it in a safe place.

in its base.

opening, grasp the ribs at the ends and open them
progressively at the same time.

in 1 of the 3 lower positions (6 positions in total).
The upper holes will be used to adjust the tension of the
canvas over time.

open position. Wind the cord into the hollow of the
the pin intended for this purpose.

remove the pin and pull the cord loosely until the
armatures are completely closed

Safety precautions and installation instructions

The instructions below are intended to make it easier to
of the parasol, guaranteeing its longevity and ensuring
user safety

- Before opening, the parasol pole must be held in place.

- When you first use it, in order to help with its

 Take the cord, pull and insert the locking pin

- Once the pin is in place, the parasol is locked in position.

- To close the parasol, keep the cord tensioned,

- Il est conseillé d’utiliser une housse de protection.

If there are several parasols on a terrace, a minimum
distance of 20 cm between 2 parasols must be respected.
The same between a wall and a parasol.

To increase the longevity of your fabric, maintenance
is essential to prevent the build-up of pollution all kinds
 of atmospheric conditions.

1. Brush off excess dust and dirt using a brush.

2. Wet the fabric with a low-pressure jet of water.
3. Apply neutral soapy water to the canvas.

4. Rinse generously with water to remove soap from the skin.

5. Allow to air dry. Never close the parasol if the canvas

6. NEVER use cleaning products with a chemical base.

7. Do not store any objects on the canvas, and avoid all

8. In the event of unusual weather conditions
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OLEFIN FABRIC 200 G/M2

WARRANTY - PRECAUTIONS FOR USE

The SUNSET umbrella is guaranteed for a period of use
2 years, invoice date.

This warranty covers manufacturing defects relating to
the structure of the parasol, mast, ribs and accessories,
as well as the fabric, against the abnormal development of
mould and excessive discolouration.
This guarantee does not apply in the event of faulty
se (daily or during storage), negligence, vandalism,
improper installation, accidents, or exposure to abnormal

 weather conditions.

To preserve the quality of your parasol, it is strongly
recommended that you advise you to comply with the
maintenance conditions below.
As proof of our commitment to quality, the majority of our
parts used in the manufacture of our parasols (canvas,
ribs, screws, etc.) can be removed and changed.

The measurements shown on our documents are
average values and may vary slightly over the product.

If you have any questions about after-sales service
please contact your sales representative Grosfillex.

OLEFIN 200 g/m2 fabric is guaranteed for a period of
2 years, but its lifespan can be extended if the conditions
below are observed

SUNSET fabric is made from 100% natural fibre mass-
coloured polypropylene.

It benefits from a surface treatment that guarantees
60% water repellency, allowing water to penetrate glide
across the canvas.

This treatment is effective against small splashes of water
or light rain, it cannot completely combat against
large quantities of water and does not protect your
parasol in the event of heavy rain. In this case, it is, it's
your parasol in order to protect it and make it as comfortable
as possible. prevent the development of mould. This finish
s destined to disappear over time.

Precautions for use.

Care instructions
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